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21st CENTURY DARLING 
Mark Swan 
10 
If 
We got in the way 
Of 
Your Hobbies 
It's only 
Because 
We 
Are 
Weare 
Too. We are 
And disillusionment patterns are suicidal patterns 
There is a break, there is a break in episodes that matter 
And if Life is good with cigarettes 
Then Life is good with cigarettes 
And heartbreaking patterns are trivial inane patterns 
Without a break, without a break in heartbreaks that matter 
And if Life is good with paper planes 
Then Life is good with paper planes 
We 
Are only poison oak 
Or 
Gold Mari-Golds? 
That counts 
For 
Something 
Or 
Is it 
Too. Is it 
And the words are spiritual and the words are mist 
There was a tangible animal that was always missed 
The shock is only your heart aflutter 
Your shock is when your hea1t's aflutter 
Logically, wonderfully, a hero dies logically 
In white, a bite, let's make moves theologically 
And if Life is good with no regret 
Then Life is good with no regret 
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Anymore. 
